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In the still shadows of the confessional, a madman tauntingly reveals his plan for a murder he is

going to commit, pulling Father Thomas Madden into a twisted game by disclosing his next intended

victim: Tom's sister, Laurant. In a frantic race to protect her, Tom calls upon his best friend, elite FBI

agent Nick Buchanan, to track the predator who is closing in on Laurant. Now, as an electrifying

attraction grows between Laurant and Nick, so does the danger - and one false move will cost both

of them everything that matters. "Heartbreaker moves along at a racehorse pace, its plot swerving

and darting with sudden turns and jolts....Garwood's characters are well drawn." - New York Post
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A murderer goes to confession asking for absolution for a crime he is going to commit. He chillingly

describes how he tortured and killed his last victim. He challenges the priest to notify the authorities.

The priest refuses to knowing the he can't reveal what is said in confession. The killer plays mind

games with the priest letting him know he has already selected his next victim. This killing will be

better, after all, practice makes perfect. The killer is convinced no one can stop him. He wants a

challenge. He tells the priest to call his FBI friend to come and take the next victim into hiding. The

killer will either follow or look for a new victim. He describes his next victim in such terms that the

priest is shocked to realize it is his sister.The priest, Tommy Madden, panics and calls in his

childhood friend to protect his sister. Nick Buchanan belongs to an elite division of the FBI. He

works in a specialized division called the "lost and found." His talent is in tracking the most difficult



cases involving lost and abducted children. He comes to his old friend's aid by promising to take

care of Laurant Madden. Laurant Madden takes matters into her own hands. She refuses to hide

and instead taunts the killer into striking out at her. The FBI agree with what she is doing and

provide around the clock protection for her. There are several secondary story lines that are

interesting to go along with the plot.I have always admired Julie Garwood's writing style. She

generally has strong, independent heroines and dashing, brooding heros. I was excited to see her

switch over to suspense. The synopsis I read had me hooked on this book long before it came out.
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